PALERMO Double Bed Mattress
RRP: $459.95
PALERMO bedding brings you this fantastic full spring mattress with soft,
deluxe quilting, movement absorption, support, weight distribution - all for
your overall sleep comfort. Give yourself, your family or your guests a
great sleep experience tonight!
Composed of 9 layers with a solid spring core, this mattress is truly a
fantastic buy.
Say goodbye to uncomfortable fold-out beds and futons with this highly
affordable way to get a proper sized and comfort mattress into your own
bedroom, guest room or children's bedrooms. Ask yourself the question;
why pay way more at over-the-top physical retailers? This unit is a
fraction of the cost of the alternate over-priced mattresses out there in
the physical retail marketplace. Ask yourself again, why pay more?
Fusing technology, comfort, and value, this mattress is the mattress of
your dreams. Treat yourself to a great night's sleep!

Mattress Features:
full spring mattress with soft, deluxe quilting, movement
absorption, support, weight distribution all for your overall sleep
comfort.
say goodbye to uncomfortable fold-out beds and futons with this
highly affordable way to get a proper sized and comfort mattress
into your own bedroom, guest room or children's bedrooms.
Replace your old, dingey mattresses with a brand new high quality
spring mattress that is convenient, supportive and economical.
Bonnel Spring System core
Mattress Dimensions: 137x187 cm (approximately)
Mattress Height: 20 cm (approximately)

Mattress Composition:
high quality fabric
1cm 22 density foam
60g nonwoven fabric
700g black pad - 2pcs
bonnel springs midsection
700g black pad - 2pcs
30g nonwoven fabric
1cm 22 density foam
high quality fabric
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Please note: product images are for illustration purposes to demonstrate
this mattress model. You will receive a mattress which will be of the
dimensions shown above in this product listing above.
Attributes:
Size: Double
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